General Page Title

Page Elements
1. Page Starter ★
2. WYSIWYG
3. Accordions
4. Differentiators
5. Checkerboard
6. Full Width WYSIWYG
7. Full Width Accordions
8. News
9. Event Feature
10. Event Listing
11. Profiles
12. Testimonial
13. Listing
14. Book Listing
15. Book Feature
16. Gallery
17. Contacts
18. [Not in Wire] FYIs

Navigation
A. Breadcrumbs ★
B. Left Navigation ★
C. Footer CTA Banner ★
Page Sections

The Page Sections area below the body text and accordions is built using an unlimited number of mix-and-match components.

Each component in the Page Sections area is:
- Reorderable
- Repeatable
- Optional

Available Components:
(See individual annotations for each component for usage instructions)

4. Differentiators
5. Checkerboard
6. Full Width WYSIWYG
7. Full Width Accordions
8. News
9. Event Feature
10. Event Listing
11. Profiles
12. Testimonial
13. Listing
14. Book Listing
15. Book Feature
16. Gallery
17. Contacts
18. [Not in Wire] FYI's
Fields Available

- Page Title ★
  - Text Field - Plain

- Hero (field group)
  - Intro Text
    - Text Area - Plain
  - Image
    - Select from media library (images)
  - Video
    - Remote video embed (YouTube or Vimeo) or select from media library (videos)
    - 16x9 video ratio, full width in page

Generated by the CMS

- Video play/pause icon

Features

- On click, video plays in lightbox
- Clicking the overlay, close button or pressing ESC stops the video and closes the modal